EXTERNAL PAVING FOR HIGHWAY HOTELS
Highway hotels cater to:

- Car & Taxi Traffic
- Tourist Buses
- Commuter traffic
- Local town guests
- Truckers

What attracts customers to these hotels:

- Expectation of a clean place
- Possibility to rest and recuperate for road ahead
- Multi facility
- Relaxing environment
- Cheerful environment

Problems faced by hotel owners with regards to open spaces:

- Poor treatment of prime land spaces
- Frequent settlement of base
- Wasteful expenditure
- Unattractive entrance
- Unavailability of a clear solution

Possible solutions for paving of open areas of highway hotels:

- WBM finish
- Bitumen road
- PCC/ RCC
- Interlocking Paving blocks
Pavers are ideal for Highway hotel application as compared to other options because:

- Long life (20 yrs +)
- Best looks add to cheerful atmosphere
- Lots of design options possible
- Best performance in rains- no water logging.
- Easiest to repair- possible for owner to do it self
- Easy to maintain
- Best slip resistance
- Fastest work on site without stopping hotel working
- Possible to clean oil spill by replacing few pavers
- Possible to take blocks away to another location
- Rs. 40-60 per sft
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Why select VYRA pavers for your hotel paving?

- One of the biggest and best manufacturers of paving material in the country
- Experience- Vyara Has good experience in having done quality highway hotel paving project- so we understand your requirements for paving.
- Well organised to take care of your requirements
- High quality, consistency and fast speed of supply
- Widest Range of products
- Design assistance for preparation of base
- Design assistance for paving layout design
- Assistance with fixing

ISO 9001:2008 certified

Complete in-house conformance testing

Value based and ethical organization

Environment friendly organization.
Sophisticated Batching and Mixing Plant
Highest strength and consistency in product

Automatic German Block Plant
Possible to execute large volumes in demanding time frames

Fully Automatic Material Handling System
Minimum edge chipping and damage of blocks

Only Special Steel Moulds with High Dimensional Accuracy used
Adds to the beauty and structurally, provides better interlocking to the pavement

Exhaustive Testing for Incoming and Outgoing Products for Conformance
Your product is tested and quality checked, whether you have asked for it or not
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